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Truly futuristic
The multi-award-winning MOMENTUM series from Sennheiser introduces 

a new member to the family. The MOMENTUM True Wireless 3 set new 

standards when it comes to sound quality, adaptive noise cancellation (ANC), 

and wearing comfort. Encased in a design that was defined using high-quality 

materials and precise workmanship, the earbuds offer a range of technologies 

and features that take the listening experience to a new level. Just like its 

predecessors, the MOMENTUM True Wireless 3 delivers outstanding sound 

quality, centred around Sennheiser's True Response transducer. Based on 

dynamic 7mm drivers manufactured in Germany, it produces an immersive 

stereo sound with deep bass, natural mids and detailed highs. The new Sound 

Personalisation feature provides an enhanced sound experience via a guided 

listening test to setup the perfect sound for each user’s individual hearing. In 

addition, the Smart Control App offers a choice of presets and an equaliser 

feature to tailor the sound to the user’s taste.

£218 / €254 / $270

Sennheiser

 www.en-uk.sennheiser.com

Rejuvenated skin
Harley Street extraordinaire Dr Loannis 

Liakas’ Lanluma treatment seeks to work 

magic by stimulating the production 

of collagen, which can be used in 

both body and face. This non-surgical 

approach to skincare is what keeps his 

beauty-worshipping clientele coming 

back for more. 

 As an award-winning aesthetician, he 

has a fount of knowledge, and regularly 

shares his love of aesthetics once you’ve 

been whisked away into one of his 

treatment rooms at Vie Aesthetics. No 

two Lanluma treatments are the same as 

Dr Liakas is firmly focused on what each 

client is looking to achieve. 

 Known for his results-driven 

approach, which integrates state-of-the-

art practices, many high-end clientele 

entrust their skin with him to gain results 

that are second to none.  

Vie Aesthetics

   www.vie-aesthetics.com

A new smile can often be the catalyst to spark change, 

and award-winning ‘Dentist of the Year 2022’ Manrina 

Rhode is exceedingly capable of doing just that. With 

a host of options to choose from, Manrina represents 

the crème de la crème with her schedule being booked 

solid owing to her cutting-edge treatments and her 

soothing demeanour. 

 Also known for her meticulous attention to detail, 

Manrina is able to impart more than just a beautiful 

smile, leaving many more knowledgeable about the 

world of dentistry and aesthetics than when they first 

entered through her glamorous doors. If you’re lucky 

enough to lie on her golden Stern Weber chair, rest 

assured you’ll be pining for much more, month  

after month.

Priced per treatment    

DRMR    www.drmrlondon.co.uk

MILLION-DOLLAR SMILE

Exquisite craftmanship 
Nada Ghazal uses rough, hand-brushed 18K gold, set 

with unique signature scattered black diamonds to 

create this Gold Baby Malak Original Due Cuff. Every 

creation is meticulously finished exhibiting impeccable 

artistry, with jewels that echo a different sense of 

emotion, mirroring not only an adornment of the 

senses, but also celebrating what it means to be 

a woman.  

£4,758 / €5,531 / $5,896

Nada Ghazal

 www.nadaghazal.com
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